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“THE BEGINNING IS ALWAYS TODAY.” -  MARY SHELLEY

    The beginning of something marks the start of a journey, a new chapter, or a fresh 
start. It is a time of excitement, uncertainty, and endless possibilities. The beginning is a 
moment that sets the tone for what’s to come, and it is up to us to make the most of it.

    Whether it’s the beginning of a new year, a new job, a new relationship, or a new pro-
ject, it is important to approach it with a positive mindset and a clear vision. By setting 
clear goals, being open to new opportunities, and being willing to take risks, we can 
turn the beginning into something truly remarkable.

    So as you start this new journey, take a moment to reflect on where you want to go, 
what you want to achieve, and who you want to become. Remember that the beginning 
is just that – a starting point – and the possibilities are endless. Embrace the journey 
ahead and make the most of every moment.

Happy Reading !

EDITORIAL BOARD :
BRO. SESURAJ, C.S.C. PRINCIPAL

MR. B. EDWARD JOSEPH, VICE-PRINCIPAL

MRS. SANGEETHA – VICE-PRINCIPAL (PRIMARY)

MR. GEORGE JOSE,  MR. JAYAKATHIRESAN,  MR. JESSY JAMES,  MRS. MEHALA, 

“A YEAR AHEAD FILLED WITH “A YEAR AHEAD FILLED WITH 
HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS”HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS”
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

Bro. SESURAJ CSC
Principal & CorrespondentPrincipal & Correspondent

“A YEAR AHEAD FILLED WITH “A YEAR AHEAD FILLED WITH 
HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS”HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS”

ear students, teachers, parents and well-wishers,

let me wish you a fruitful and memorable year ahead filled with happiness and success.

As far as the school is concerned, the month of January has been a special one because 
we have had the visit of the Superior General of Holy Cross Congregation Rev. Bro. Paul       
Bednarczyk, CSC, the first ever Brother of Holy Cross to wear the mantle as the Superior 
General in the 187 year old history of the Congregation. It is really a moment of pride for all 
the Brothers.

We were doubly happy to receive him in our campus on the auspicious occasion of School 
Pongal Celebration on 18th January. The wonderful display of rural setting for Pongal, the 
harvest festival, was a feast to one’s eyes.

We were also honoured by the presence of Rev. Fr. Emmanuel Kallarackal CSC, First           
Assistant and Vicar of the Congregation; Rev. Fr. George CSC,  Provincial  of Sacred Heart 
Province, Bangladesh; Bro. Subal CSC, Provincial of St. Joseph’s Province, Bangladesh; Bro. 
Kenneth Harders, Provincial of Mid-West Province, USA; Bro. P.J. Santhosh CSC, Provincial of             
St. Andre Province; Rev.Fr. Simon Fernandes, Provincial of North East Province; Rev. Fr. Pinto 
Paul CSC, International Director of Family Ministries, USA; Rev. Fr. Ruben Manuel Gomes,  
National Director of Family Ministries,  Bangladesh; Bro. Paul Parmar CSC, Administrator, 
Holy Cross School, Champhai Mizoram and Bro. Arul Jeevan CSC, Principal  of Holy Cross 
School, Aizwal, Mizoram and Bro. John Britto, CSC, Parish Priest, Florida, USA. I am sure all 
the guests had a wonderful taste of Tamil culture and tradition. I thank all those who made 
the celebration a grand success.

Another feather in the cap of Holy Cross Brothers was the inauguration of St. Andre               
Province of the Brothers, India on 19-01-2023. This would definitely open a vista of          
opportunities and ministries for the Brothers of Holy Cross in the years to come. 

Once again I wish you all the best.

D
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PUNCTUALITY

hat is a Republic?

A Republic is a country that has an elected government and an elected Head of the State. The word 
Republic is derived from the Latin word ‘res publica’ which means ‘public affair’. It is a state where 
the power rests with the people or their representative especially a state without the hereditary 
monarchy.

As of now, 159 of the world’s 206 sovereign state & use the word ‘republic’ as part of their official 
names. Though a country may have an elected government, it may not be a republic. For example 
the  United Kingdom has a democratically elected parliament and government but it is not a re-
public. It is called a constitutional monarchy where king Charles is at proper the Head of the state. 
He is not elected by the people.

INDIA INDIA –– A REPUBLIC  A REPUBLIC   

India’s official name is ‘Republic of India’. India can be rightly called a Republic because people 
elect their representatives who form the government. The Head of the State namely the President 
is indirectly elected by the representatives of the people namely MLA’s and MP’s.

Though India became independent on 15th Aug 1947, its Head of the State was George VI the 
king of UK. He appointed Lord Mount batten as Governor General and then its first and last Indian 
Governor General Shri. Raja Gopalachari, When India became a Republic on 26th January 1950, 
Dr. Rajendra Prasad became the first President and Head of the State and the Indian Constitution 
came into force.

WHY 26TH JANUARY WAS CHOSEN?

26th January was chosen as the Republic Day because it was on this day in 1930, the declaration 
of Independence was proclaimed by the Indian National Congress.

On 26th January 1950, the Constitution of India replaced the Government of India Act of 1939 as 
the Governing Document of India. On 25th January 1950, the Election Commission of India was 
formed and it is a Constitutional body. That day is also observed in India as ‘Voter’s Day’. The first 
General Election was held in India in 1951.

It is our duty to exercise our franchise (votes) properly to elect representatives who are not corrupt 
but would be dedicated to the service of the people. Then only we will continue to be a strong 
Republic in future. 

JAI HIND

  VICEVICE--PRINCIPAL’SPRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE MESSAGE
w

INDIA INDIA –– A REPUBLIC   A REPUBLIC  

MR. B. EDWARD JOSEPH
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MR. B. EDWARD JOSEPH

MR. B. EDWARD JOSEPH

epublic Day Celebration

The Republic Day was celebrated in our School with the usual Pomp and fervour at Thiru . 
V. Dhanasekaran M.Com.B.L, Assistant Public Prosecutor, Salem was the Chief Guest. He was 
given a General Salute and Guest of Honour before he unfurled the National Flag. He then 
impacted the congregate of NCC Army Wing, NCC Air Wing, NSS, JRC and Scouts. The Chief 
Guest then Spoke about the sacrifices made by many martyrs who are responsible for the 
enjoyment of freedom. Bro. Sesuraj CSC, Principal explained the meaning of ‘Republic’ and 
why India is called a Republic. Parents also attended in large numbers, Sweets and cool 
drinks were distributed to all after a photo session. It was attended by the Brothers, Move-
ment in charges. OBA President Mr. Ashish Chawala, Past President, Mr. Viswanathan  and 
Mr.  Karunanidhi, Engineer.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE EXAMINATION :

The Annual Academic Excellence Exam was conducted on 28-01-2023. Top Ten students of 
each section and Top Ten students of different group in XI and XII wrote the exam and at-
tended the interview, The best two students were selected for the award.

ST. ANDRE PROVINCE OF BROTHERSST. ANDRE PROVINCE OF BROTHERS

St. Andre Province of the Brothers of Holy Cross, India was officially inaugurated on 19-
01-2023 at Notre Dame School Auditorium by Rev. Bro. Paul Bednarczyk CSC, the Superior 
General of the Congregation of Holy Cross. During the Eucharist concelebrated by Rev. Fr. 
Emmanuel Kallarackal CSC, the First Assistant  and Vicar of the Congregation and other 
priests, the Superior General invested Bro. P.J. Santhosh CSC with the responsibility of head-
ing the new Province as the first Provincial Superior.

Along with him, the Provincial Council Members Bro. Anthony  Para CSC Asst Provincial, Bro. 
James Sagayaraj CSC Administrator, Bro. James Sebastian, Councillor and Bro. Baskar CSC , 
Councillor also took oath of office.

All the Brothers who had worked hard and contributed towards the creation of this new 
Province especially the  previous District Superiors and Vicariate Superiors Bro. Chacko. V. 
Andrews, CSC, Bro. Henry Sequeira, CSC, Bro. John Britto, CSC, Bro. Sesuraj, CSC and Bro. John 
Joseph, CSC were appreciated and honoured.

The ceremony was attended by all the Brothers of the Province, Priests, Brothers and Sisters 
from various congregations, teachers and well-wishers.

SCHOOL ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY

R
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SUPERIOR GENERAL’S VISIT SUPERIOR GENERAL’S VISIT 

& THAMIZHAR THIRUNAAL CELEBRATIONS 2023& THAMIZHAR THIRUNAAL CELEBRATIONS 2023

  n 18th of January 2023, Bro. Paul Bednarczyk CSC, our newly elected Superior general of 
the Congregation of Holy Cross, paid his maiden canonical visit to our Campus.

For the first time in the history of Holy Cross School, Salem, we were fortunate to have emi-
nent confreres Fr. Emmanuel Kallarackal CSC, Vicar General, Congregation of Holy Cross, Bro. 
P.J. Santhosh CSC, Provincial Superior, Brothers of Holy Cross, India, and Provincials from USA, 
Bangladesh, North East Province of India, Priests and Brothers from Various parts of India, 
with us.

The Cultural Committee of our school, along with the Department of Tamil, with the able 
guidance of our Beloved Bro. Sesuraj CSC, Principal and Correspondent, organized a tradi-
tional welcome to the guests by various demonstrations and displays on Thamizhar Thiru-
naal and Harvest Festival.  
Brothers and staff offered a traditional welcome to the Guests with silk turbans, Sandal, Kum 
Kum, paneer and Flower Garland.  The guests were ceremoniously led to the Thiruvizha spot 
with Mangala Vaathiyam team, Karagattam dancers, Mayilattam dancers, Tamil Families, tra-
ditionally dressed Ladies with seer, molapaari,  and well decorated Bullock cart. 

The guests were offered a colourful entry into the Thruvizha Grounds with beautifully made 
Kolams and Pot painting by our Students.  A team of Teachers, Helpers and Students demon-
strated ‘Different stages of Organic Farming, Harvesting and Rice Making in the traditional 
method.  Various healthier, unique and native samples of rice varieties were exhibited.  The 
Tamil ladies, along with the guests presented the harvest to the priest in the temple and 
they were led to the Tamil village set for the Pongal rituals.  

Our students with the help of staff, displayed in a creative manner, the Jallikattu Event, 
Kabadi, Slow Cycle Race, Flying Kite, Turmeric Water Games, Village Dance Shows and Pot 
Breaking Competition.  All these events attracted our guests a lot and propelled them to 
participate in a few events like Traditional Pot Breaking (Uri Adithal) Event.  Our superior 
General’s thrilling participation and successfully breaking the pot is to be one of the memo-
rable events of the day. 

A group of 50 Students performed Sillambattam, Martial Arts, Fire Blowing Displays, etc.,  
The traditional Gymnastics using a pole (Mallar Kambam) performed by our students was 
the most enjoyed event of the day.  At Bro. Nadeau open stage, a formal welcome and hon-
ouring was offered by the management, teachers and students to show our love and grati-
tude towards our guests.  
Finally with the Tamil cultural Dance show given by the Primary School children on various 
native dance forms of Tamil Nadu namely, Oyilaattam, Kummiattam, Karagattam, Mayilaat-
tam and Poikaal kuthiraiattam and a spectacular Paraiattam performance by the Teachers 
and Students of our school, the event came to an end.

I am sure that the memories of the celebration would have a deeper impact on the hearts 
of our guests.  Thanks for the opportunity to show our respect and solidarity as one family 
towards the success of our congregation. 

MR. ANTHUVAN GUNASEELAN G, 

COORDINATOR, CULTURAL COMMITTEE.
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1. The largest irrigation canal in India is called the 
________. - Indira Gandhi Canal

2. Who was the first Defence Minister of India? - Sard-
ar Baldev Singh

3. Who was the first Indian Governor - General of In-
dependent India? - Sri Rajagopalachari

4. Which one of the below State’s Pin code starts with 
2? - Rajasthan

5. When was India’s first test tube baby born? - Octo-
ber 3rd , 1978

6. The first cricketer in the world to score more than 
10,000 runs in test cricket. - Sunil Gavaskar.

7. When was the camera invented? - In the year 1816

8. What does LED stand for? - Light Emitting     Diode

9. Which State is known as the spice garden of India? 
- Kerala

10. What is the name of the national aquatic animal 
of India? - River Dolphin

11. What was the name of the first atom bomb? - Fat 
man

12. From which country does gorgonzola cheese 
come? - Italy

13. _________ is derived from the Greek word Bibila? - 
Bible

14. When is Army Day celebrated? - 15th January

15. Who was the first Law Minister of Independent 
India? - Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar

16. Who is known as the Missile Woman of India? - 
Tessey Thomas

17. What is the abbreviation of NASA? - National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration.

18. Which country won most Gold Medals in 2020 
Tokyo Olympics? - United States (39 gold medals)

19. Which country has most number of historical 
places? - France

20. Which country has the biggest gold mine? -       
Uzbekistan

21. Where is the Gommateshvara Bahu-
bali statue found? - Shravanabegola

22. What is the official currency of Swe-
den? - Swedish Krona

23. By which name is the taming of the 
bull known as - Jallikattu

24. What is the correct meaning of the 
word ’Kanum’ in the context of Pongal 
festival? - To visit

25. What is the meaning of the word 
‘Pongal’ in Tamil literature? - To Boil

26. The ‘Slack season’ in the Indian Econ-
omy is __________. - January to June.

27. India first won the Olympic Hockey 
gold at _______. - Amsterdam

28. What is the Height of Kanchenjunga? 
- 8586 Meter.

29. Where Cricket was first played? - Eng-
land.

30. How many years did it take to build 
the Taj Mahal? - 20 years.
1. NITHISH E - 8627 (8 - F)

2. DINESH KARTHI S – 8107 (8 - A)

3. MITHUN RAJ C – 8328 (8 -C)

4. SHARVESH JULIAN LM – 8639 (8 - F)

5. SUDHARSHAN A – 8643 (8 - F)

6. YASHWANTH S – 8151 (8 - A)

7. HARSHAN H – 8113 (8 - A)

8. NAREN KARTHIK S – 8128 (8 - A)

9. MOHAMED THALHA M N - 8124 – (8 - A)

10. GOKUL S P – 8110 – (8 – A)

11. SYED HASAN SHEIK DAVUDH K – 8144 (8 - A)

12. SAIHARIHARAN N – 8135 (8 - A)

 JAN - 2023
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‘JOVE’ THE KING OF GODS

Planet Jupiter : In 2021, NASA made a space telescope named James Web Telescope, and this was 
NASA’s most successful telescope. As JW space telescope showed us the oldest galaxies in our universe, 
proved the multiverse theory, proved the existence of aliens and now it has been busy exposing the 
secrets of planet Jupiter. After all, the scientists think we know everything about it. As we know –

IT IS A GAS GIANT. IT IS THE LARGEST PLANET IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM. IT IS ONE OF THE OLDEST PLANETS.IT IS A GAS GIANT. IT IS THE LARGEST PLANET IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM. IT IS ONE OF THE OLDEST PLANETS.

But the questions that are even true? In year 2011, NASA’s exclusive probe, Juno was sent to study 
Planet Jupiter. But even after 11 years,  the scientists don’t even know how Jupiter’s core is. Is it a solid 
core or a liquid magma? But the JWST was so advanced, that gave that information that even JUNO and 
GEMINI observatory both can’t give.

Now even though the average surface temp of JUPITER is – 238o F, its core is the 2nd hottest core in 
our Solar system after the Sun. Since it was one of the oldest planets, it is named ‘JOVE’ from Roman 
Mythology ‘The king of Gods’. There are belts and they are the gaseous bands that flow at the speed of 
644 Km/h. And those bands that created a big spot in JUPITER’s southern hemisphere 400 years ago, 
that’s so big that it could swallow 2 earth’s and was named “The Great Red Spot”.

Now as all Astronomers and scientists think, Jupiter was a failed star. Not really, because if Jupiter 
wanted to become failed star it must gain 13 x times more than its current mass, And if it wanted to 
become true star it must gain 85 x times more mass than its current mass. So Jupiter being a failed is 
just a hypothetical MYTH.

YASHRAJ V S 8150 (8 - A)

               LORD KARTHIKEYA

The LEGEND OF LORD KARTHIKEYA OR MURUGAN

Lord Karthikeya is a well-known figure in Hindu mythology. He is addressed by differ-
ent names such as Murugan, Subramaniam, Shanmugha, Skanda and Guha. He is most 
popular as Lord Murugan in the southern states of India. A number of temples dedi-
cated to the deity can be spotted all over the South India.

The story of the birth of Lord Karthikeya or Murugan has different versions. In some 
texts, it is said that he is the son of ‘Agni’ or the God of fire. However according to the 
Skanda Purana Karthikeya is said to be the elder son of Lord Shiva and Goddess Par-
vathi. It is also believed that Karthikeya was not born from the womb of Parvathi.

The Goddess was cursed by Rati, the consort of Kama (God of love) that she would 
never be able to bear children. Palani Murugan Temple (Arulmigu Sri Dandayuthabah-
ni Swami Temple or Palani Murugan Temple is situated in the Palani city in Dindugul 
district in Tamil Nadu. This temple is one of the abodes of Lord Murugan.

 HARIKARAN V 8112 (8 - A)

JOKES IN ENGLISH

Question : What is the longest word in the 
English language?
Answer    : “Smiles” Because there is a mole 
                    between its first and last letters.

Police : Where do you live?
Kid     : With my parents.
Police : Where do your parents live?
Kid     : With me.
Police : Where do you all live?
Kid     : Together.
Police : Where is your house?
Kid     : Next to my neighbour’s house.

DHASHWIN G
8650 (8 - F)
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FATHER OF ANCIENT INDIAN SCIENCE

Aryabhata : Discovered number”0” and astronomy before 
Galileo.

Sant Varamihira Ji : Discovered a version of Pascal’s Trian-
gle. (505 CE - 587 CE)

Bhaskaracharya : Discovered gravity in 1150 AD. Wrote 
the first work with full and systematic use of the decimal 
number system.

Maharishi Kapila : Discovered cosmology in (3000 BC). 
Maharishi invention cosmology in (3000 BC) he is the first 
cosmologist.

Maharishi  Sushruta : Discovered surgery in (600 - BC), clas-
sifying types of bones, classification of eye diseases to 76 
categories.

Acharya  Charak : Father of medicine he discovered most 
important inscription on his medical theories about hu-
mans and blood. His theorys are based on natural medical 
analysis.

Maharishi Patanjali : He was a Hindu author  mystic and 
philosopher. He was born in 200 BC and died in 150BC and 
was formerly known as father of yoga .

Acharya Chanakya : A great economist, he is a great strate-
gist. He was the creator of the Mauryan Empire. He wrote 
Arthasastra.

GANESH B
8407 (8 - D)

TROPICS

Tropical monsoon climate 

 It is found in the eastern shore of Africa. 
Summer is hot with monsoon winds bringing 
good rainfall while winters are cool and dry. 
Tropical deserts are located between 20o and 
30o north and south of the equator on the 
western margin of the continents. 

The deserts lie in the belt of the trade winds 
which blow northeast in the northern hemi-
sphere and southeast in the southern hemi-
sphere. Therefore, the general direction of the 
trade winds is from east to west. 

These winds shed their moisture on the east-
ern margins of the continents and by the time 
they reach the west, they lose their moisture.

AMARNATH V S
8104 (8 - A)

JOKES IN ENGLISH

Question : What is the longest word in the 
English language?
Answer    : “Smiles” Because there is a mole 
                    between its first and last letters.

Police : Where do you live?
Kid     : With my parents.
Police : Where do your parents live?
Kid     : With me.
Police : Where do you all live?
Kid     : Together.
Police : Where is your house?
Kid     : Next to my neighbour’s house.

DHASHWIN G
8650 (8 - F)

QUOTES FOR L IFE
“Life is once,
 Always dance,
 Live in glance,
 Die in Mans”.
Meaning :
“Life is once     : We have a single life.
Always dance   : Always be happy in your life.
Live in glance  : Show how to live a good life as a role model

Die in Mans     : Happy is something that you should create in your life.                                                                                                                                            
                         You should not live in others happiness.
ALLAN SUMITH R 8103 (8 - A)
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ABBREVIATIONS
IAS    -  Indian Administrative Service
IPS   –  Indian Police Service
IFS   –  Indian Foreign  Service
IRS   –  Indian Revenue Service
MES    -  Military Engineering Service
BA   -  Bachelor of Arts
MA  - Master of Arts
Ph.D /D.phill –  Doctor of philosophy (Arts and Science)
D.Lit  - Doctor of Literature (Doctor of Letter)
D. Sc  - Doctor of Science
M.Com - Master of Commerce
Dr  - Doctor
IG  - Inspector General of Police
DIG  - Deputy Inspector General of police
SP  - Superintendent of Police
DSP  - Deputy Superintendent of Police
UPSC  - Union Public Service Commission
GATE  - Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering
CET  - Common Entrance Test
NEET  - National Entrance Cum Eligibility Test 
NDA  - National Defence Academy
NET  - National Eligibility Test
SSC  - Staff Selection Commission
CISF  - Central Industrial Security Forces
BSF  - Border Security Force
RPF   - Railway Protection Force

GANESH B , 8407

IMPORTANT DAYS OF JANUARY

1st January - Global Family Day

It is celebrated as a day of peace 
and sharing. Its aim is to write 
and spread a dominant message 
of peace by considering and 
promoting the idea that Earth is 
one Global Family.

4th January - World Braille Day 

It is observed every year to hon-
our the birth of Louis Braille. He 
invented a form of written lan-
guage for blind people, in which 
characters are represented by 
patterns of raised dots that are 
felt the finger tips as named 
Braille.

9th January - NRI (Non – Resi-
dent Indian Day) 

It is observed every year to 
recognize the contribution of 
the overseas Indian community 
towards the development of In-
dia. It commemorates the return 
of Mahatma Gandhi from South 
Africa to Mumbai on 9th January, 
1915. 

9th January  - Guru Gobind Singh Jayanthi : It marks the birth anniversary of Guru Gobind 
Singh Ji Maharaj, the 10th and last of the personal Sikh Guru was born in Patna. He firmly 
supported social equality. He stood against oppression and discrimination.

10th January – World Hindi Day : It is celebrated to commemorate the first World Hindi Con-
ference and also to promote the Indian national language world-wide. 

11th January – Death anniversary of Lal Bahadur Shastri : Lal Bahadur Shastri was a great 
leader who served as the second Prime Minister of Independent India.  He was known as the 
‘Man of Peace’, Lal Bahadur Shastri is the composer of the renowned slogan ‘Jai Jawan, Jai 
Kisan’. Which means Hail the soldier, Hail the farmer He was one of the greatest patriotic 
leaders of India who devoted his entire life to the service of the country.

11th January – National Humans Trafficking Awareness Day : It is observed every year to 
spread awareness about the persistent issue of human trafficking.

12th January – National youth Day : The birth anniversary of Swamy Vivekananda it is also 
called Swamy Vivekananda Jayanthi and is celebrated every year on 12th January. He was 
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born on 12th January 1863.

14th January – Makar Sankranti  : Every year it will be celebrated on 14th January and 
marks the termination of the winter season and the beginning of a new harvest season.

15th January – Pongal festival : Pongal  festival is dedicated to the Hindu Sun God, the 
Surya, and celebrated to give thanks for the year’s harvest. It is a on lighting time when 
crops such as rice, sugarcane and turmeric are harvested, wishes are exchanged be-
tween family and friends, and a big feast is held within every family.

15th January - Indian Army Day : Every year Indian Army is observed because on this 
day in 1949 Field Marshal Kodandera M Cariappa took over as the first Commander – in 
– chief of the indian Army from General sir Francis Bautcher, the last British Command-
er – in – Chief

23rd January – Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Jayanthi  : Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 
was born on 23rd January, 1897 in Cuttack, Orissa. He was one of the most prominent 
Indian freedom fighters.

24th January - National Girl Child Day : Every year National Girl Child Day is celebrated 
to highlight the inequalities faced by a majority of the girls in India, the importance of 
education, nutrition, legal rights, medical care and safety of girl children.

25th January – National Voters Day : Every year National Voters Day or Rashtriya Mat-
data Diwas is celebrated to encourage young voters to take part in the political pro-
cess. In 2011 the first time this day was celebrated to mark Election Commission’s 
foundation Day.

25th January – National Tourism Day : National Tourism Day is celebrated to raise 
awareness of the importance of tourism and its impact on the economy.

26th   January – National Republic Day  : On 26th November, 1949 the Indian Constitu-
ent Assembly adopted the Constitution, the supreme law of the land and replaced the 
Government of India Act 1935. It came into effect on 26th January 1950. This day marks 
the largest parade that takes place at Rajpat, Delhi every year.

30th January – Martyr’s Day Dhahood Diwas  : Martyr Day is celebrated every year in 
the memory of Mahatma Gandhi and the sacrifice of the freedom fighters of India. On 
30th January 1948,  The Father of Nation was assassinated.

SAI RAM S K 8631 (8 - F)

ABOUT THE PONGAL FESTIVAL

    Pongal is widely celebrated in Southern states. People eagerly wait for the festival 
and celebrate it with great joy. On the eve of Pongal, women prepare traditional dishes 
and wear traditional dresses. Homes are decorated with flowers and Rangoli. People 
visit temples and thank God for the harvest season. When the rice gets spill over an 
earthen pot, it symbolizes the family is blessed with health and wealth. It is said that 
with spillover in the pot, it is considered as perfectly cooked pongal. Pongal is cel-
ebrated across Tamilnadu, Andrapradesh and all other regions where the south Indian 
community resides. Interestingly, Pongal is also celebrated in Srilanka. The traditionally 
Pongal celebration displays a picture of people singing and dancing and in the middle 
of the charus and celebrations, an earthern pot is put on a high flame.

NITHISH E 8627 (8 - F) 
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ChatGPT a computer program designed to 
simulate conversation [chatbot] with human 
users 

Chat Generative Pre-trained Transformer is 
launched by the company “OpenAI” [ ope-
nai.com ] in November 2022. OpenAI is an 
American artificial intelligence (AI) research 
laboratory. ChatGPT quickly garnered at-
tention for its detailed responses and ar-
ticulate answers across many domains of 
knowledge. It is a complex machine learn-
ing model that is able to carry out natural 
language generation (NLG) tasks with such 
a high level of accuracy. 

ChatGPT was trained on massive amounts of 
unlabelled data scraped from the internet 
before 2022. The model is continually be-
ing monitored and fine-tuned for specific 
language-oriented tasks with additional 
datasets labelled by humans.

Although the core function of a chatbot is 
to mimic a human conversationalist, Chat-
GPT is versatile. It has the ability to write 
and debug computer programs; to compose 
music, teleplays, fairy tales, and student es-
says; to answer test questions.

ChatGPT remembers previous prompts given 
to it in the same conversation; journalists 
have suggested that this will allow ChatGPT 
to be used as a personalized therapist. To 
prevent offensive outputs from being pre-
sented to and produced from ChatGPT, que-
ries are filtered through OpenAI’s company-
wide moderation API. 

The latest version of ChatGPT produces text 
that is so humanlike and student misuse it. 
So some schools banned Chat GPT.

             THIAGARAJAN N
       COMPUTER DEPARTMENT

               ChatGPT

FAMOUS POEM
Time is very slow
For those who wait
Very fast for those who are scared
Very long for those
Who lament
Very short for those
Who celebrate
But for those who love
 Time is eternal.
William Shakespeare

SUDHARSHAN A 8643 (8 - F)

THE CYRUS CYLINDER 539 BC

Cyrus the great, the first king of ancient Persia, 
freed the slaves and declared that all people had 
the right to choose their own religion and estab-
lished racial equality. These and other decrease 
were recorded a baked. Clay cylinder in the Akka-
dian language in Cuneiform script. It is translated 
into all six official languages of the United Nations 
and its provisions appear in the first four articles of 
the universal declaration of Human rights. 

MANTHRESH S J  8123(8 - A)

ABOUT SABARIMALA TEMPLE

It is a Hindu pilgrimage centre located in the 
Western Ghats ranges of Pathanamthitta District 
of Kerala. It attracts the largest number of annual 
pilgrims of more than 50 million devotes. It is 
dedicated to Lord Ayyappa. It is open mainly during 
Mandala pooja and Mahara Vilakku.

SANJAY RAM M 8137 (8 - A)
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WAYS TO REDUCE POLLUTION ON EARTH

In this era of globalization, our mother earth is facing 
serious pollution results from inconsiderable deeds of 
mankind. Therefore there are four ways to reduce pollu-
tion on earth such as, practising the 3R concept, reduce 
the usage of vehicles on road and start using bicycles 
and electric vehicles creating awareness among the 
citizens, and enforcing the laws. 

The first way to reducing pollution is to practise the 3R 
concept namely

REUSE, RECYCLE, REDUCE

Every citizen should reduce the usages of air-condition-
ers as it will release some harmful gas which is very 
harmful for all animals and human beings. For instant 
ozone-deleting chlorofluorocarbons which will results 
to reducing the air pollution.

Some massive changes can be made if we stop burn-
ing of plastic bottles, plastic bags, boxes and cardboard 
sheets etc. The recycled newspapers can be produced 
as toilet papers which will reduce extra waste on earth 
indirectly contributing in reducing of some land pollu-
tions also.

Some faster ways to reduce the pollution in the envi-
ronment.
Say to no crackers
Use public transportation 
Turn off the lights, fans and water taps when not in use.
Recycle and Reuse
Segregate your waste
Say no to plastic
Use of fans instead of AC
Say no to plastic bags
Avoid using the chemical products.

The next best way is PLANTTING TREES which has 
many benefits not only in reducing the pollution and 
also good for environment. The benefits of planting the 
trees are given below.
Trees regulates the water cycle
Trees are vital habitat of wild life
They improve the soil quality
Trees prevent soil erosion
Trees are as food sources
Trees combat noises
Trees gives oxygen
Many trees makes a forest and produce rainfall
Trees produce fruits and vegetables.

An another good way to reduce pollution is to 
create an awareness among the peoples in the 
society and citizens. Awareness about the impor-
tance of reducing the pollution on the earth can 
be created through campaigns.

For example “Go Green” which encourages the 
peoples to plant more trees.

If one person does this it will not make any im-
pact, We all need to take it seriously and follow 
these steps to prevent the air pollution.

SRINATH G S 8642 (8 - F)

IMPORTANCE OF READING

Reading is a key to learning. It is a skill 
that everyone should develop in their life. 
The ability to read enables us to discover 
new facts and opens the door to a new 
world of ideas, stories and opportunities. 
We can gather ample information and use 
it in the right direction to perform various 
tasks in our life. The habit of reading also 
increases our knowledge and makes us an 
intellectual and sensible person. Reading 
is one of the best hobbies that one can 
have. We get to know the people of differ-
ent areas around the world, different cul-
tures, traditions and much more. They are 
the abundance of knowledge and are best 
friends of human beings. They are vari-
ous type of books available in the market, 
such as science and technology, fictitious, 
culture, historical events and wars etc. 
Also there are many magazines and novels 
which people can read anytime and any-
where while travelling to utilize their time 
effectively, Researches have highlighted 
the value of developing reading skills 
and the benefits of reading to children at 
an early stage, Reading helps students to 
learn how to use language to mark sense 
of the words. It improves their vocabulary, 
information processing skills and compre-
hension Discussions generated by reading 
in the classroom can be used to encourage 
students to construct meanings, connect 
ideas and experiences across texts. The 
development of good reading habits and 
skills improve one’s ability to write.

AFRIN J 8101(8 - A)
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“WORK TODAY “WORK TODAY 
AND YOU CAN REAP THE BENEFITS AND YOU CAN REAP THE BENEFITS 

TOMORROW !”TOMORROW !”

THE ANT AND THE GRASSHOPPER

 In a field one summer’s day a grasshopper was hopping about, chirping and singing 
to its heart’s content. An ant passed by, bearing along with great effort an ear of corn he 
was talking to the nest. “Why not come and chat with me” said the grasshopper. I am help-
ing to lay up food for the winter, said the Ant, and “recommend you to do the same”, Why 
bother about winter? Said the Grasshopper, We have got plenty of food at present.

 But the Ant went on its way and continued its trail. When the winter came the Grass-
hopper found itself dying of hunger, while it saw the ant distributing everyday corn and 
grain from the stores they had collected in summer. 

Then the Grasshopper knows …………

SRI MUTHU VISHNU K S 8142

NATIONAL PARKS & WILD L IFE SANCTUARIES OF INDIA

Jim Corbett National Park : It is located in Uttarkhand State. It was the first National Park 
to be established in India and in mainland Asia in 1936. It is named after naturalist Jim 
Corbett. It was established to protect the Bengal Tiger.

Kaziranga Wild life Sanctuary : It is located in Assam. It is a World Heritage site. It is 
known for one –  horned rhino. It is crossed by the Brahmaputra river.

Gir Forest : It is a forest and wildlife sanctuary in Gujarat established in 1975. It is the 
sole home of Asiatic lion. It is one of the most protected areas.

MOHAMMED ABRAR J 8126 (8 - A)

ABOUT VELANKANNI TEMPLE

   Velankanni is a special grade Panchyat town in Nagapattinam district in the Indi-
an state of TamilNadu. It lies on the coromendel coast of the Bay of Bengal 350 Km 
of south of Chennai, 12Km south of Nagapattinam and 33Km southeast of Tiruvarur.

   Velankanni is known as the ‘Lourdes of the east ’ The Velankanni church is one of 
the most revered pilgrimage church, for Catholics in India. The story of the church 
dates back to 16th or 17th century, when Mother Mary is believed to have appeared 
in the small village, with infant Jesus in her hands.

   Feast day 8th September, the feast of the Nativity of Mary is also commemorated 
as the Feast of Our Lady of Good Health. The celebration starts on 29th August and 
ends on the day of the feast. The feast day prayers are said in Tamil, Marathi, East 
Indian, Malayam,  Telugu, Kanada, Konkani, Hindi and English.

GILL BERT DIAZ J 8109
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MAHATMA GANDHI
Mahatma Gandhi is The ‘Father of our nation’.
He was born on 2nd October 1869 at Porbander, Gujarat.
The full name of Gandhiji is Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi.
His father’s name was Karamchand Gandhi and his mother’s name Putlibai.
In the year 1915, Gandhiji returned from South Africa to server our country.
Gandhiji founded Satyagrah Ashram near the Sabarmathi river in Gujarat.
Gandhiji was a great leader and social reformer.

PRABAKARAN P (8 - A)

FACTS ABOUT THE MONTH OF JANUARY

January was named after the Roman God 
Janus (Latin word for door)

The original Roman calendar had 10 months; 
January and February were added later.

January is known to be the coldest month in 
the Northern hemisphere and the warmest in 
the Southern hemisphere.

January originally had 30 days, until Julius 
Cesar added the 31st day.

January was established as the first month of 
the year by the Roman Calendar.

29th January was chosen as the date for Re-
public Day as it was on that day in 1930 when 
the declaration of Indian Independence was 
proclaimed by the Indian National Congress.

January is the 1st month of the year in the 
Julian and Gregorian calendars.

It is also the first of seven months to have a 
length of 31 days.

January’s birthstone is the Garnet, which rep-
resents constancy.

Its Birth Flower is the cottage pink galanthers 
or Dianthus caryophylus.

The month of January is dedicated to the holy 
name of Jesus.

SAQIB AHMED S 8437

THE K ING 
AND THE FOOLISH MONKEY 

STORY

Once there was an able king who ruled 
in a kingdom. He loved animals so 
that he had a pet monkey. This monkey 
was a fool, but was treated royally and 
moved freely in the king’s palace. The 
King gave all the freedom to the mon-
keys. He was also allowed to enter the 
kings personal rooms that were forbid-
den even for the servants. It was happy 
with the treat given by the king.

One afternoon the king was asleep, 
while the monkey kept watching on 
him. All of a sudden a fly came in the 
room and sat on the king’s chest. The 
monkey influenced him away but the fly 
would only go away for some time and 
return on the king’s chest again.

The monkey got very angry and excited 
with this fly’s activity. The foolish mon-
key started chasing the sky with a sharp 
weapon.

As the fly sat on the king’s chest again 
the monkey hit fly with all his strength. 
The fly flew away unharmed, but the 
king was severely wounded in the chest 
and at last he died.

KABILAN R 8117 (8 - A)

 JAN - 2023
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Please refer page No: 21 for the answer.

NOBEL PRIZE

Since 1906 the Nobel Prize has been hon-
ouring men and women from all corners of 
the globe for outstanding achievements in 
Physics, Chemistry, Medicines, Literature, 
Economic Science and for work in peace. 

The foundations for the prize were laid in 
1895 when Alfred Nobel in his last will left 
much of his wealth to the establishment of 
the Nobel Prize.

KOWSHITH D 8120 (8 - A)

BEST FRIEND POEM

It is a poem about best friend

When we have a best friend, we will 
change our trend

Best friend is one who changes, whole 
life

If we have a one good friend, we will 
win our life

If we have no best friend, one needs to 
care us.

One line about my best friend

Don’t cry when idle

Because I will not be there to wipe your 
tears.

MOHAMMED AARIF M (8 - A)

DIFFERENT COLOUR OF NUMBER PL ATES

Red number plate is used in the vehicle for 
the President of India and Governor of States. 

Blue number plate is given to a vehicle used 
by foreign delegates / Ambassadors.

White number plate means that the car be-
longs to a common citizen.

Yellow number plate is for a commercial vehi-
cle.

THARRUNEASH R, 8146 (8 - A)

QUOTES OF A.P.J. ABDUL KAL AM

‘Don’t take rest after your first victory be-
cause if you fail in the second, more lips are 
waiting to say that your first victory was just 
luck’. – KALAM

‘All of us do not have equal talent. But all of 
us have equal opportunities to develop our 
talent’ – KALAM

‘Without your involvement you can’t succeed 
with your involvement, you can’t fail’ – KAL-
AM

JEREMY CLINT K, 8413 – (8 - D)
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Riddles
I am full of holes, I can hold water. What I am?
What gets wet when drying?
What are the two things people never eat before breakfast?
What is the more you take away the larger it becomes?
What has three hands and a face, but no arms and legs?
What can’t be used until it is broken?
What has  four legs and one foot?
What has many keys but can’t open any doors?
If you give me food I will live, If you give me water I will die. What I am?
What is the end of rainbow?

Answers :
1. Sponge
2. Towel
3. Lunch and dinner
4. Hole
5. Clock
6. Egg
7. Bed
8. Piano
9. Fire
10. w
LINGESH V,  (8 - C)

BIRDS

Birds are very special animals that house particular characteristics which are common 
amongst all of them. For instance all of them have feather, wings and 2 legs. Similarly all birds 
lay eggs and are warm-blooded. They are very essential for our environment and exist in dif-
ferent breeds. 

FACTS ABOUT BIRDS

Birds are in different sizes. They can be as small as 2 inches and as big as 2.75 metres. For in-
stance, There are bee humming bird (smallest) and ostrich (largest). Birds existence dates back 
to 160 million years ago.n There are different types of birds that exist which vary in character-
istics. For instance, there are penguins that cannot fly futher, There are birds known for their 
intelligence like parrots. 

Moreover, we have peacocks which are beautiful and symbolize rain and good weather. There 
are bats and vultures as well. Birds connect very closely with the environment. Due to hunting, 
pouching and disruption of the ecological balance, many birds are getting extinct. As a result, 
birds living in water like swans, ducks and more are also falling drastically in number because 
of pollution. Thus we all must take proper measures to help the birds to live and save their 
extinction. Birds are vital for our ecosystem and its balance, Thus we must all keep them safe.

We can save birds by doing little things like providing a source of water for them to drink. 
Further, we can elevate bird feeders and plant native plants and trees. Similarly, we can put up 
bird houses and garden so that birds can feed on insects and warms. 

ARSH S, 8401 (8 - D)

PHYSICS IN L IFE
Be Static in Mind
Be Dynamic in Thoughts
Be Electric in Deeds
Be Optic in Health
Be Sound in Character
Be Energetic in Work
Be Transparent in Public life
Be Opaque in Temptations
Be Solid in Personality
Be Liquid in Compassion 
Be Gaseous in Forgetting
Be Telescopic in out look

Be  Microscope in Details 

MR. A. FRANCIS RAJ

PHYSICS DEPT. 

 JAN - 2023
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OBA CORNER

Golden Jubilee Reunion – ‘73 

Nine old students of the batch of 1973 namely Ashok Chandramohan, Charles, Deepak, 
Francis, Naresh, Siddharthan, Thomas Paul and T.J.Thomas met in the School campus on 
6th January to celebrate their Golden Jubilee Reunion. Six of their old teachers namely 
Mr. Albert, Mr. Jayaseelan, Mr. Munusamy, Mr. Premdass

and Mr. Srinivasan and Mr. Edward Joseph joined the celebration.

The Reunion Celebration at school started with flag hoisting by Ashok, the School Pres-
ident of ’73. The School Anthem was sung. Then the old student and teachers gathered 
in the school Audiovisual Theatre. The Principal Bro. Sesuraj CSC honoured all the old 
students and teachers. The old students in turn honoured the Brothers, the OBA staff 
advisors, OBA Board Member and the old teachers with mementos. Mr. Ashok introduced 
all the participants through power point presentation. Each old student spoke of his 
experiences in the school. The old teachers also shared their memories of their classes. 
After a photo shoot, they meet came to an end with a luncheon party. In the same even-
ing there was a dinner party organized at Hotel Palazio. The whole Reunion programe 
was coordinated by Naresh Kinger, Deepak Bathija and Siddharthan. 

‘72 BATCH

‘73 BATCH
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Golden Jubilee Reunion – ‘72

The Golden Jubilee Reunion of the class of 72 was held at the School Campus on 
23.01.2023. Nine old students of the batch namely (Alias, Jacob, Arun, Mushtaq Ali 
Khan, Nandakumar, Obli, Richard, Ravinder, Sitaram and Vijayaraghavan attended it. 
They were joined by  their old teachers Mr. Jayaseelan, Mr. Munusamy, Mr. Premdass, Mr. 
Srinivasan and Mr. Edward Joseph. 

The old students and teachers gathered in front of the Main Building. Sitaram, the 
School President of ’72 hoisted the school flag. The School Anthem was sung. The 
felicitation function was organished  at the Audiovisual Theatre of the school. After 
prayer by Alias Jacob, one minute  silence was observed for the departed batch mates 
G-Mani and Bihari. The Principal Bro.Sesuraj CSC – welcomed the old students and 
honoured all of them with shawl. The Brothers, OBA staff Advisors and OBA Board 
Members were honoured by ’72 Batch. The OBA President Mr. Ashish Chawla and IPP 
Mr. Viswanathan honoured all the old students. Career Guidance was given to the XII 
students  present at the meeting which was very motivating for them. Vote of Thanks 
was delivered by S Arun. After a photo shoot, the meeting was adjourned for lunch.

The previous evening on 22.01.2023 there was an informal gathering at Windsor Club. 
‘72 Reunion was coordinated by Mr. Sitaram and Mr. Arun

Arun Shankar 
International Trader since 1979.
Enterpreneur managing  a Singapore Trading Company

Sitaram 
Teacher and Secretary at Holy Cross School – ’73 to ’74.
Manager Steel Rolling Mill
Started ‘Nest Hostel’ for Holy Cross students.
Founder of Holy Children and Primary School.
President of Salem Schools Welfare Association.
Wholesale supplier of school uniform accessories.

Obli
Retd Head Master of Higher Secondary School.

KNOW OUR

‘72 BATCH  GOLDEN JUBILARIANS

2003 BATCH

 JAN - 2023
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OBA CORNER
’72 – BATCH GOLDEN JUBILARIANS
S.S. Nanda Kumar
General Manager (Electricals) Seshasayae Paper and Boards ltd. Pallipalayam.

Alias Jacob
Vice – President of TAMI Churches in 34 Countries.
Founder Caritas Global Charity.
Founder Chairman of Vineyard Group, Dubai.
Founder of Canadian School, Bengaluru.

Mushtaq Ali khan 
Representative, Singer Sewing Machine.
Representative, Britannia Biscuits.
Sales Supervisor, Universal Tobacco.
Sales Manager, Detergents India Ltd.
Marketing Manager, Red Sea Trading Company Hong Kong.
Proprietor Courier, Pest Control, Seattle, USA.

Vijaraghavan 
Legal Advisor to Nationalized Banks.
High Court and Supreme Court advocate.

Ravinder
Commodore B. Ravinder (Rtd) served in the Indian Navy for 35 years.
Naval Docktard, Vishahapatna.
Indo – Russian working Group for ship building.
Designing INS Delhi.
First Indian Naval officer to address PLA Training Institute of China.
Defence Delegation to Myanmar.
Founding Director, Telecom sector Skill Council.
Freelance soft skill Trainer.

Richard Kanagaraj
Advocate, biker, Nature Photographer.
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THARUNAESH A S, 8-D

Answer:

 JAN - 2023

LIFE is like  a double edged sword but the choice we make determines our 
future. Knowledge with experience makes a complete man. Always excel with 
excellence. All the best for your exams. Have a great year. From
VISWANATHAN.A
Batch 1996
Imm. past. president.
Team OBA.

OBA CORNER

JOEL ISAAC R, 8 - A
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QUIZZOMANIA

A to Z Quiz (Letter ‘C’)

All the answers begin with letter C.

Which type of reindeer is found in Canada?

What are the religious songs sung during Christmas 
season called?

It is a type of boat whose name is derived from Ta-
mil which means tied –wood.

It is a type of eating device of East Asians.

What is the Compartment in an aero plane for the 
pilot and crew called?

How are Russian space traveller called?

What is a day nursery for babies and young children 
called?

What are digital currencies collectively called?

What is the art of cooking called?

How us the keeper of a museum?
Answers
Caribou
Carols
Catamaran
Chopstick
Cockpit
Cosmonauts
Crèche
Crypto Currency
Culinary art
Curator    QUIZ CLUB

STUDENT ACHIEVERS

Squash 

Department of School Educator Conducted 
Bharathiyar Day Games (BDG) State level 
Squash match conducted in Chennai, Nehru 
Stadium on (30, 31 – 01 - 2023)

Our School boys participated and own Gold 
medals for Senior Category.

WINNERS

Under – 17 – Singles Sandesh PR – 11 F

Under – 17 – Doubles Andrew Savio M 11 E

South India Level open Karate Championship – 2023 was held at Erode on 21st and 
22rd of January and the following students’ secured prizes. Dhathathrayan M – I- place 
in Ind.kate category III place Ind. Kumite category. 

STUDENT ACHIEVERS 

AKS Academy, Salem conducted an Accountan-
cy Proficiency Test (APT) on 8th January 2023. 
Our school students participated and secured 
the following Prizes,
Shahid Ahamed S   -II – place
Gokul S   -III – place
Sudharsan B   -IV - place  
Tarunn Prakash S  -VII – place

Satyanarayanan CS  -VII – place

Congratulations to Commerce Department.

 JAN - 2023



STD V I

STD V I I

STD V I I I

STD IX

THIRUVIN S - 6 F

GURUHARISH. S - 7 E

SAI RAM. S. K - 8 F

SYED MOHAMMAD TAHA - 9 C

MUHIL. M - 6 C

SURIYAA. S. V - 7  C

JASHWAN KARTHI. D - 8 E

HARIESH. R - 9 F

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE EXAM                                           
2022 – 2023



STD X

STD XI

STD XI

STD XI

SARATH. E - 10 A

ADHITHYAN. S, 11 B

KRITHIC. J , 11 E

RIZWAAN AHAMED, 11 F

ARAVIND KUMAR. K - 10 D

KAMALESHWARAN, 11 A

RISHI. A , 11 C

GOKUL. D,  11 G

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE EXAM                                           
2022 – 2023



STD XI

STD XI I

STD XI I

STD XI I

STD XI I

PRADEEP. K, 11 G

PRADEESH VEL NIRMAL. V, 12 A

KESHAV. K. S, 12 D

TARUN KUMAR. S, 12 F

SATHYA NARAYANAN. C. S, 12 G

ATHITHYA KRISHNA. P, 12 A

ROOPESH KHANNA. B, 12 E

HARI KRISHNAN. S, 12 F

SANJAY FRANCIS. S. R, 12 G

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE EXAM                                           
2022 – 2023



DHANUS S, 8 A

KAMALESH A, 8 F

JALANTHAR C, 8 A

GUGAN V, 2 A

JEEVANANTHAM K, 8 A MANISH I, 8 A

VYSHANTH S, 8 A

NIRANJAN K, 8 A

ALLEN SMITH, 8 A

NIKHESH S, 8 A

GANESH D, 8 D

DHARSHAN DIXIT, 8 A

HARSHAN H, 8 A

GOKUL SP, 8 A

AHAMMED ZAYD KHAN, 8 A

G IR IDHAR PRABHU, 2 C

ART GALLERY



PRAPANJAN MG, 8 A

SYED, 8 A

YASHRAJ V S, 8 A

NAVIN D, 8 A

SANJAY R

SANTHOSH SRINIVAS MS, 8 A

SURESHKUMAR H, 8 A

SURESHKUMAR H, 8 A

ABIMANYA B, 1 C

HIRUSHANTH M, 8 C

ADLLY V BENNET, 2 A

ART GALLERY



BHARANIDHARAN V, 8 D

VETRIMURUGAN SA, 8 A

RAJDIVAAHAR P, 8 A

MOHAMMED TOUFEEQ, 1 C

ASHER JOSHUA DK, 2 C

JAI HARSHAN PS, 8 D

SHYAAM, 8 A

CHRISTO C, 2 A

AJAY D, 8 C ABIMANYA B, 1 C

ART GALLERY

COMING UP NEXT MONTH

KIDS DAY

ANNUAL DAY

FAREWELL TO STD 12 STUDENTS

3RD MID TERM EXAM

GROTTO FEAST
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